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HE Athletic Directors have inaugurated a
new and excellent plan of giving out the
athletic emblems to those who earn them. Heretofore a man has simply had his "R" handed to
him in private after the Directors had voted it to
him at the end of the season. The new plan is
to have the emblems given out at a general assembly of all students. Some member of the
faculty is asked beforehand to prepare a presentation speech, and after this has been delivered the
names of those honored are called out one by one.
Amid the applause of their friends they step forward and receive, from the speaker of the occasion, their well merited •'R."
To win the college emblem now a man must
necessarily work hard. He may be an excellent
player but nevertheless he will have to hustle and
keep on hustling throughout the season. And
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this is just as it ought to be. When a man is presented with this honor before the assembled students it ought to be one of the proudest moments
of his life. Anything to make the occasion more
impressive and important is a step in the right direction and therefore, we repeat, this new plan is
an excellent one and should live and be worked
up still more in its details.
At a general assembly held December 12th,
1903, the following men were formally presented
with "R"s which the Directors voted them for
faithful work during the football season of 1903:
Richard W. Benbridge, Cleo B. Cook, J. Edward Daily, Charles R. Demmitt, Claude Douthett, William R. Heick, Edward D. Kiely,
Charles N. Lammers, John S. McBride, Edward
H. McFarland, Omer F. Poorman, Clifford B.
Speaker.

T

HE second annual meeting of the delegates
representing the members of the Indiana
College Athletic League was held at Indianapolis
on December 12, 1903. A report of the business
conducted is given under "Athletics," and it is
gratifying to see that the first year has been a
very successful one for the association. The
most important thing for us to note in connection
with this meeting, however, is the fact that it
was decided "to hold the next annual track and
field meet under the auspices of Rose Polytechnic
at Terre Haute." In other words we have a big
job on hand. This is not the first time that Rose
has had charge of a state track and field meet.
The records show that in past years Rose not
only succeeded in showing all her compeditors a
good time, not only made the affair a financial
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success, but she was also able to prevent any
visiting team from carrying away the pennant.
Prospects for repeating this entire performance
were never better than they are this year. It
becomes our duty to uphold our old reputation.
Of cQurse it means work, but the glory of the
past and hope for the future should give us energy
to overcome all difficulties.
Let's show our sister colleges that old Rose is
still full of life, let's give them all a good time,
let's make this event a success financially, and,
finally, let's nail that pennant to our mast and
fight hard to keep it there.
"Life is only life when blest with health."

LMOST every year THE TECHNIC has advised its readers to pay more attention to
their physical welfare. It is very easy for college
students, especially technical students, to avoid
all kinds of physical exercise whatever. We
should remember that our bodies can be best
developed at the present time. A few moments
spent now in building up a strong foundation for
future work will undoubtedly save much time
later on, and failure in such preparation is very
often the cause of poor health with its resulting
troubles.
The gym classes have been started up again,

A

and three afternoons a week are to be devoted to
physical culture. Mr. Chas. McCormick, who
has had much experience in this line, has been
appointed gymnasium instructor by the Athletic
Directors. Up to the present time the classes
have had a fair attendance but many more should
take advantage of the opportunity.
HE TECHNIC Board has elected the follow_
ing since its last issue:
Harry W. Eastwood,'06; Assistant Business
Manager.
Erwin J. Miner, '07; Freshman Local.
These gentlemen have qualities which make
them well fitted for their respective positions.
The Freshmen will kindly take note of the election of Mr. Miner as their Local Editor, and assist him in obtaining as much class news as
possible.

T

RRANGEMENTS have been made with the
Rose Tech Y. M. C. A. so that hereafter
the numerous exchanges of THE TECHNIC will
appear on the table in the Association room.
Here all students may examine and read them at
their pleasure. We would advise all to at least
glance over these publications now and then, as
they often contain articles and editorials of much
interest and value to college men.

-
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The Relations of Intermediate Schools to
Higher Mathematical Instruction.*
By PROF. A. S. HATHAWAY.
0

T is my purpose to call your attention to the
fact that there exists what the mathematician
would call a discontinuity between the ideas and
methods of elementary and higher mathematics,
and to suggest the possibility of closer relations
between the two which may be of advantage to
both.
In the first place, elementary instruction does
not give the student any idea of the real use and
importance of elementary mathematics. There
is question in the mind of the young person as to
the practical value of his arithmetic and mensuration, but his geometry is too frequently only a
formalism, and his algebra a symbolism, apparently devised for the purpose of solving certain
intricate, and utterly impractical, but curious
problems. He knows nothing of the real purpose
of those subjects as instruments of research, and
has no notion that the main object of his study
of them is to acquire just such a knowledge of
their facts and principles as the competent
mechanic possesses with regard to his tools.
Only a small percentage of those who take up
the higher mathematics are properly prepared in
their elementary mathematics, and this is due
not so much to defective instruction in what is
taught, as to the emphasis that is placed upon
topics that are comparatively trivial from the
higher point of view. There is little, for example, in the usual treatment of equations that bears
upon their treatment in the higher mathematics.
The elementary student must have his one equation in one unknown quantity, his two equations
in two unknown quantities, and so on, and he
naturally concludes that a single equation in two
unknown quantities would be practically a useless affair. But such a single equation plays a
more important part in higher mathematics than
the determinate system of two such equations.
* Paper read before the Indiana State Teachers' Association.

In the higher mathematics, such a single equation in two unknown quantities is made to express some important geometrical or physical
law, and the algebraic reasoning upon it is not
for the purpose of solving the equation, but in
order to obtain all the consequences of the law
which is expressed by the equation.
We do not find examples of this character in
elementary mathematics, although there are
many such which are simple enough for that
purpose. The consequences of this and similar
omissions are that when the student begins the
study of the higher mathematics, he finds himself overwhelmed with new ideas and new methods in the use of his elementary mathematics,
which are so utterly at variance with his usual
conceptions and ways of procedure that his mind
is brought into a state of almost hopeless tangle.
Only a few have obtained that mastery of elementary analysis which enables them to readily
take hold of its new modes of development with
ease and certitude.
The cause of this divergence between elementary and higher mathematics is not far to seek.
Elementary mathematics is ancient mathematics.
Its problems are such as were of interest in the
earliest times. It is to-day simply a modernized
version of the scholastic treatment of from 200 to
2,000 years ago. Those old scholars did their
work well, and wonderful instruments of research
have resulted from their labors, but these instruments have been put to uses of which those old
writers never dreamed. What we call the higher
mathematics is simply an extension and development of the old analysis in response to the demands of scientific and mechanical progress.
From Newton, who invented the calculus in his
efforts to discover the law of gravitation, and
determine the laws of dynamics, down to our own
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time, there is a long list of names of eminent
men who have labored in the perfection of mathematical analysis, to the end that physical laws
and facts might be elucidated 'For example,
the development of electrical science to-day, in
all its practical applications, is due to the guiding spirit of mathematical analysis, which gave
us the foundations of electrical measurement at
the hands of Gauss, and still orders, and directs
the energies of discovery. It has come to be
true that no theory of physical phenomena is
worthy of consideration which cannot be put into
mathematical symbols and be subjected to the
tests of mathematical analysis, and this is coining to be true even of chemical theories, and the
still more elusive phenomena of social life. The
higher mathematics is a necessary factor in material progress. It breathes the spirit of speeding fly-wheels, rotating armatures and flashing
currents, and the present transfer of a student
from elementary to higher mathematics .is in a
certain degree comparable to the translation of a
monkish scholar of the middle ages into the midst
of one of our great mechanical centers.
The question arises, what can be done to bring
about closer relations between elementary and
higher mathematics. Granted that the essential
object of elementary instruction is to obtain a
working knowledge of algebra and geometry, to
be able to add and.subtract, multiply and divide,
simplify and factor, expand and rationalize, and
to have a systematically arranged knowledge of
geometrical truths which is usable,-is it therefore necessary that the essential ideas of advanced
mathematics should be avoided? The real benefit
of all those olden time problems which run mostly
to the solution of equations is simply as a condiment which renders palatable the necessary practice work in algebra which would otherwise become only a weary round of exercises. It is better
to replace some of this by some other condiments
which have a greater food value, if they can be
made as acceptable. This is my point, and the
suggestion that I make for diminishing the present gap between elementary and higher mathematics in respect to the ideas and methods, viz.,

that without in any way modifying the fundamental object of elementary training, we can replace some of these old •time examples by some new
problems which can be introduced without much
explanation, and will lead to newer ideas and
thoughts regarding the possible applications of
mathematics. I place emphasis on the requirement that there shall be no elaborate explanations; each problem should be sufficient in itself,
just as present problems are, and the idea of a
general method should be developed by similar
problems in which one or two of the first are
carefully explained.
The first point to which attention might be directed is the development of the idea of variations, and the consequent physical and geometrical interpretations of indeterminate equations.
The idea of motion in a plane will constitute the
principal source of examples of this character,
because this appeals to the natural perception of
the student, and is a matter of every-day experience, so that the exact character of the problems
will be plain without much explanation. These
examples need not require any more geometrical
knowledge than is given in most arithmetics under the subject of mensuration. As an illustration, take the following example:
A stone is started horizontally with a velocity
of 8 feet per second, and falls by gravity 16 t 2
feet in t seconds. Find the equation between the
distance it has moved horizontally and the distance which it has fallen, at any time, and state
that equation in words. Show from the equation that the stone is always equally distant from
a point one foot below its starting point, and a
horizontal line one foot above its starting point.
The method of solution is, of course, to let
unknown quantities, say x and y, stand for the
distance fallen and the distance moved horizontally, at the end of the unknown t seconds. Because these unknowns are ideterminate by the
problem, they are called variables. The conditions of the problem give
x=16t2, and y=8t, and hence y2=4x.
equation is the one to be stated in words
last
The
translating
the shorthand of the mathematical
by
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symbols into their equivalent word values. By opportunity in this for practice in the use of eleadding (x—l)2 to both members, and extracting mentary geometry and algebra.
their square roots, we find the resulting equation
Another subject which needs to be illustrated
which in expressed in words by the concluding by practical examples is that of limits. This impart of the problem.
portant method was devised by Newton as the
This is a problem of one independent variable, only logical way of treating the phenomena of
i. e., one and only one of the variables may be nature in respect to its state of variation, and is
assigned any determinate value we please in or- fundamental, both in the differential and the inder to determine the values of .the remaining tegral caculus. I am opposed to its formal elevariables. This might be illustrated by requir- mentary treatment, and especially to the so-called
ing a construction to scale, say an inch to a foot, infinitesimal method. The fault of that method is
of the exact positions of the stone with reference the substitution of a logically weak hypothesis
to a given starting position, for successive changes for the facts, viz., the introduction of a supposed
of the time by one-eighth of a second. Other "indefinitely small" number which violates funquestions might be asked, such as how the sym- damental properties. One who admits the hypometry of the path with respect to a certain verti- thesis of infinitesimals has simply twisted his logcal line is shown by its equation, from the nega- ical faculties, and distorted his facts. The term
tive significance of the minus sign; how the "infinitesimal" may be a good name for "a
problem could be interpreted so as to include the variable whose limit is zero," but that does not
symmetrical half of the path, by including nega- give the infinitesimals a different significance or
tive time as time before the start, etc. All work magnitude from that of an ordinary variable
of this character would result in a valuable devel- number. To any variable x, which is considered
opment of the ideas of the student, if it is strictly for any purpose to approach a certain limit, say
held upon concrete and easily under,tood illus- 5, there corresponds another variable, x-5,
trations. It is a.false notion that the fundamen- which approaches zero as a limit; but this does
tal ideas of the higher mathematics are too diffi- not make x and x —5 such distinct kinds of
cult for the elementary student. It takes time, number that one obeys the ordinary laws of algeof course, to grasp them, and plenty of concrete bra, and the other does not. The idea of "indefiillustrations; but the difficulty is enhanced by nitely small" quantity is a pure fiction, which
waiting until the mind of the student has become accords neither with fact nor with common sense.
fixed in other directions, and his ideas of the On the other hand we can actually have a varigeneral character and purpose of mathematical able whose limit is zero. The variable may even
analysis have become settled upon_a wrong basis. reach its limit, but that plays no part in the
It seems to me that instruction in these funda- method of limits, as such, which deduces its conmental ideas would be fulfilling part of the rela- clusions solely upon the facts of approach. The
tions which elementary schools should hold, not values reached have so little to do with the valonly to higher mathematics, but to practical life, ues approached, in the method of limits, that
because these are developing ideas in all that these may be entirely different without invalidatbears upon our present material progress.
ing that method. Thus form a new variable by
Problems of motion in the straight line, the always adding to a given variable x -the integer
circle, and many curves of historical interest, part of its value, and let x change from 2 towards
would furnish a wealth of elementary material for 3 as a limit; then the new variable changes from 4
the illustration of variation, with the develop- towards 5, and its limit is 5, notwithstanding the
ment and treatment of their associated indeter- fact that its value is 6 when x reaches 3. The
minate equations, and there would be plenty of practical application of the method of limits is
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this: We are able to show that a certain quantity which we wish to determine is the limit of a
certain dependent variable as the independent
variables approach certain limits; thus that limit
becomes the value to be determined.
The proper elementary method of treating this
subject is to give an exact definition of the term
"limit" with ample illustration so that the student shall thoroughly understand the thing defined, and then proceed at once with the practical examples, being careful to show in each case
that it is a limit that is sought, and that is
found, strictly in accordance with the definition
of a limit. The objections to proofs by the
method of limits are not to the logic of the
.method itself, but to the preliminary assumption
that the quantity we seek is the limit we take it
to be. For example, if one should assume that
the surface of a sphere is the limit of the surfaces
of any series of inscribed polyhedra whose faces
indefinitely increase in number, and indefinitely
diminish in area, he would be starting with what

has been shown to be incorrect, but, this is no
criticism, but rather a recognition, of a limit as a
definite and existing fact.
In conclusion, the thoughts that I wish to present are, first, that elementary instruction as it is
now carried on, fails not only to develop certain
fundamental ideas and methods of mathematics of
an elementary and practical character, but fixes
certain notions and points of view which must be
overcome before the desired ones can take their
place; secondly, that the remedy for this is the
introduction of numerous examples Which embody the desired ideas and methods, so far as
they are elementary in character. These examples should use such materials as are within the
comprehension and experience of the student,
with no attempt to confuse the mind with what
is purely the machinery of the higher mathematics. Present text books might be supplemented
by a set of examples of this character in a separate pamphlet, with full explanations of typica
examples.
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Electrical Coal Mining Machinery:::
By WILLIAM D. INGLE,'03.

VER since the advent of the coal mining industry into this country, it progress, like
that of many other industries, has increased rapidly until now the United States produces more
coal than any other country, and not only supplies itself with coal but also exports large quantities all over the "world.
Very naturally at first the mines were small
and were operated along the lines of, and patterned after collieries of England and other coal
producing countries, and for long time continued
so. During recent years, however, the demand
for coal has bs_scome so great and has increased
competition to such an extent that mine owners
have been more keenly on the look-out for
quicker and cheaper methods for getting out
their coal. The result of this is that at present
America seems to have the lead in improvements,
and foreign mines are now being patterned after
ours instead of ours after theirs.
Operators are generally reticent about introducing labor-saving machinery into their mines,
for several reasons; among which is a seeming
prejudice in favor of old methods, slowly developed but reliable. Another reason is the expense
of installing the required amount of machinery
(which is usually very costly) with the possibility of its failure and necessity for removal. Still

E

a third reason is that miners are opposed to the
saving of labor, which is to expected when it
throws or keeps some of them out of employment, and very often not only will they not
give new machinery a fair chance to demonstrate
its value, but they will injure it and do all in
their power to have it taken out.
Some few machines, the most important of
which are drills, can be operated by hand, and
too, the overworked mule may be called a laborsaving machine; but in general machines of all
sorts are run by one of three powers, namely:
steam, compressed air and electricity. Steam
may be applied to a few of the larger machines,
§uch as hoists, pumps, fans and haulage in some
few cases.
A list of the uses and machines to which electricity may be applied in and about a coal mine
might embrace the following: hoists, pumps,
fans, locomotives for both inside and outside
work, drills, under-cutting machines, shearing
machines, entry driving machines, shaking and
revolving screens,conveyors, lighting, signalling,
for running repair shops, coal washers and crushers.
Except in mountainous regions or where there
is a waterfall of sufficiently great head,compressed
air and electricity must be derived from steam.

* This article consists of a part of a thesis submitted to the Institute for the degree of B. S.
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Hence the efficiency of a plant solely for the purpose of running a hoist or possibly fans or
pumps, situated near the boiler room, would be
slightly diminished by the use of electricity and to
a much greater extent by using compressed air.
But if the pumps are located at some distance from
the boiler-room, and especially if they are underground as is usually the case, the loss in
transmission of steam would require so much
larger a plant and an amount of labor that it would
not compare in economy with the other methods
mentioned.
Compressed air can be transmitted with very
little more loss of power than electricity, but has
the disadvantage that pipes are very much more
expensive in first cost,depreciate more rapidly, are
more expensive to keep in repair, and are not
nearly so flexible and convenient for changing
the positions of the machines.
This paper deals primarily with electrical machinery, so when machines are spoken of it is to
be understood that they are electrical unless otherwise specified.
Probably the greatest saving is made with under-cutting machines. Not including long wall
machines (which will be spoken of later) there
are three general types of under-cutters, as follows: punching machines, cutter-bar machines
and chain breast machines. The punching machine is the oldest type and is generally operated
by compressed air, but at least one company
makes them to be operated by electricity by
means of a spring and cam arrangement.
They dig by means of a bit, which, with
a reciprocating motion, strikes the coal, digging
it out in much the same manner as is done by a
hand pick. While these machines have the advantage of being much lighter and easier to move
around they are not nearly so fast, they make
more fine coal, are harder physically on the runner, and the runner gets higher pay per ton of
coal mined than is the case with the other types.
The second, or cutter-bar type is constructed
with a horizontal bar across the front, set with
radial bits. This cutter bar is rotated and at the
same time fed forward by the motor into the coal

or the clay under the coal. These machines work
very well in coal which is free from sulphur balls
and other hard impurities. They were manufactured only to a small extent a few years ago, and
recently have been almost wholly superceded by
the more modern chain breast machine.
The chain breast machine which is gaining so
rapidly in favor, has a low rectangular frame, in
which a flat triangular frame with apex pointing
to the rear can slide back and forwards. This
triangular frame has around it a chain which is
run at a rate of from 300 ft. to 400 ft. per minute, and in which are set a number of bits to cut
the coal as the chain runs. This chain revolves,
its frame being pushed forward into the coal, cutting a slot 5 to 7 feet deep by about 42 inches
wide, with a kerf of 4 inches. After the machine
is set the cut is made in from 34 to 4 minutes,
and the chain withdrawn in about 35 seconds.
Some of the machines have a truck which may
be propelled by being thrown into gear with the
motor of the machine. Two men are required
to handle each machine, a runner to operate it
and a helper to shovel away the fine coal it makes
and to help move it and set it up.
By far the majority of these machines are
equipped with direct current motors, but alternating current induction motors seem to work
very successfully where they have been tried
and, indeed, are the only kind that can be used
safely in very gaseous mines.
Pumping is another very important item in
operation and cost of mines, and is another field
for electrical application. There are three classes
of pumps which may successfully be driven electrically. First we will notice the centrifugal
type. These are probably the best adapted to
motor driving because they run at comparatively
high speeds and can be connected directly on to
the motor shaft, thus eliminating frictional losses
and wear that always accompany a train of gearing. However, centrifugal pumps cannot be
used to pump against very high heads, in fact
they are rather inefficient for heads greater than
50 ft. or 60 ft„ and have a maximum efficiency
against heads in the vicinity of 20 feet. Where
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large quantities of water are to be pumped at
low heads centrifugal pumps are more economical in almost every way than reciprocating pumps
for electrical driving.
While the centifugal pump may be better for
low heads and where water is trashy, still the
old reciprocating pump continues to be very popular, even for low heads. For high heads it has
far surpassed all others, and for this reason will
probably continue to be used in mines for some
time to come. These pumps, with electric motors attached on the same bed-plates, are made
now by several manufacturers. Some are made
on trucks, so they may be hauled around quickly
and easily to dispose of a sudden influx of water
in any part of the mine; some are made completely enclosed, so they will work when entirely
submerged, and many others for all sorts of
cases. They can be quickly, cheaply and easily
connected up, and may be arranged to be controlled from any convenient place, as can most
electrical machinery.
Electrical hoisting has not come into quite
such general practice as have pumping and running machines, principally because the boilerroom can usually be built near the hoist and
there is no loss of steam worth mentioning, and
steam hoists are about as easy to manage as the
electrical variety. Sometimes, however, it is
advantageous to put the hoist at the bottom of
the shaft or at some other underground point
which is one case in which the electrical hoist has
the advantage. Another advantage is that while
the hoist is above ground it may still be operated
from the bottom of the shaft or some other convenient place. Hoists are built to run either with
direct current motors or alternating current induction motors. The former are in the majority, but
the latter seem to be gaining in favor where alternating current is to be had. While, no doubt, it
would not pay to install a generating plant exclusively for hoisting, it appears from experience
that it is economical to put in electric hoists
where there already is electrical power.
Much may be and already has been said in regard to electric haulage in mines. Sometimes
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there would be no economy in it and in other
cases there would be, especially in mines having
a large output on long hauls. The principal objections to electric locomotives are that trolley
wires are more or less dangerous, and on account
of the weight heavier rails have to be laid and in
gaseous mines the liability to sparking causing
explosions. This last is a case wherein electric locomotives should not be used. Other such cases
are where the output is pretty small; where hauls
are short and grades are very steep, usually more
than three or four per cent. Although in some
mines they do haul up grades as steep as five per
cent for short distances.
The locomotives have a motor of the street
railway type on each axle, generally connected
in parallel and running at a voltage of 250 or
500 volts. There is danger to life from 500 volts,
• especially for mules, but not much danger with
250 volts; it is amusing, as a certain writer has
said, to see mules watch and try to avoid a shining wire running along the side of an entry.
Fans are also very imperative in a mine in
which any number of men work, and are very
well adapted to motor driving, since they may be
either direct connected or by single reduction
gearing, so there will be very little loss from
friction.
Very often fans are placed at some distance
from the bolier, so that the problem of power
transmission again comes up, which is most
easily solved as before, by the use of electricity. However, so little power is required for
a fan that comparative advantages of different
powers are hardly worth the time for discussion.
There are many more instances as aforementioned, such as running shaking and revolving
screens, conveyors for all sorts of purposes,
washers, crushers, repair shops and other things
for which power must be generated and transmitted to different locations. By means of one,
or still better, two generators, power sufficient
for the operation of all these machines at once,
and as many of each as necessary, as well as for
lighting, can be generated at one central station
and sent over wires to any location desired
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with a maximum efficiency for machinery and a
minimum amount of attention and depreciation
for so many operations.
There are several systems for using electricity
in mines dependent upon the size of the mine, its
distance from the power station, what the power
is to be used for, and very largely upon the ideas
of the consulting engineer in charge of the installation.
The method which was first introduced and
which is still most largely in operation, is the use
of direct current at one potential, either 250 volts
or 500 volts, for driving motors for all the machinery in and about the mines.
A second system is one which employs alternating currents alone, and -is not suitable for
mines with electric locomotives. This system is
comparatively safe in gaseous mines, with the
exercise of a few precautions in handling it, owing to the absence of moving electrical -contracts
in the induction motors.
Third, a system which is used to some extent
is the use of direct current for haulage and alternating currents for all other machinery. Re-

cently double current generators have been taking the places of both alternating and direct current generators. Double current generators are
the same as rotary converters driven mechanically.
Fourth and last, is a system which has been
gaining rapidly in favor for large mines or groups
of mines supplied from one central station and
where transmission may be great. With this
method only alternating currents are generated
at the power house, and these usually at high
potentials. Then static transformers and rotary
converters are placed at most convenient points
to supply currents at the right potential and of
the right kind for the most economical operation
of the machinery.
It is never advisable to put in an electrical
equipment simply because it has been proven
successful in some or even in most other mines.
The best method of procedure for those considering such a step is to see a good, experienced,
consulting engineer, have him thoroughly examine the mine and conditions, then take his advice
on the matter.
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stated that C. E. Smith,'03, was with the
was
Mr. Tippy is Superintendent of the Detroit City
R. R. This was a mistake, as Mr.
Four
Big
Gas Company.
with the Maintenance of Way denow
is
Smith
the
of
E. & T. H. R. R.
partment
S. S. Roberts, '98, has drawn up a new set of
track formulae for the location of frogs. They
Jay H. Hall,'97, has left the Youngstown Enare now in use on the L. & N. R. R., and later,
Co., of Youngstown, Ohio, to accept a
gineering
with Mr. Roberts' consent, may be published in
the Engineering Department of the
in
position
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Electric Controller and Supply Co., of Cleveland,
A number of the Rose Alumni either spent Ohio.
their holidays in Terre Haute or stopped off here
F. W. Pfleging,'01, has been appointed Superfor a few hours. Among these were the following: H. S. Richardson,'00; W. E. Burk,'96; visor of Signals, having charge of the operation
R. B. Arnold,'03; L. L. Helmer,'01; W. D. and maintenance of interlocking and block sigBowie, '03; B. Wiley, '98; J. Farrington, '96; nals on a division of the U. P. R. R., with his
H. C. Gilbert,'03; C. J. Larson,'00; J. S. Bro- headquarters at Omaha? Neb,
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The Construction of Modern Buildings.
By WILLIAM C. NOELKE,'04.

COMPANY or a single capitalist, after deciding on the nature of the building to be
erected, selects an architect who has an established reputation. There are specialists in this
- profession as well as in others, because the demands are now very exacting, and many architects specialize in order to become experts. Some
build warehouses, some build churches and public buildings, while others devote their entire
time to office buildings.
Of all the branches of architecture, the construction of high office buildings, and such other
buildings as may require iron, steel and fireproofing in their erection, are of special interest
to us, owing to the engineering problems involved, and also because of the exceedingly rapid
improvements and inventions that have lately
been made in this branch. To keep up with the
times requires the closest attention to details of
construction and erection. The architects and
contractors who are constantly on the field in
larger work are most apt to know of modern improvements in the present-day structures.
The fire-proof high office building is a good
example of what is being done at the present
time in the construction and erection of modern
buildings. Two or three months after the architect started on the plans, work may begin. The
general contractor is selected by the process
known as "bidding," in which the various corn-

A

peting contractors submit written proposals, with
certified checks as a guarantee.
As a rule the general contractor has before
him a dozsen or more of bids from contractors in
special lines of work, he acting largely as responsible party for all. These various bids are for
excavation, masonry, iron and steel, fire-proofing, brickwork, terre cotta, marble work, plain
and ornamental plaster, plumbing and heating,
elevator work, painting and all other work
necessary to make the contract complete. The
general contractor usually takes charge of all
wood work.
From the engineering point of view, iron, steel
and fire-proofing are of especial interest, and this
article will deal with this branch of construction
almost exclusively. The company which furnishes and erects the iron and steel, usually also
furnishes and erects the fire-proofing. This company generally makes a complete set of plans
known as "erection plans" from which all iron
steel and fire-proofing are detailed. These plans
are sent to the general contractor and govern all
future work.
A system of"checking" is employed in nearly
all drafting rooms in order to eliminate errors.
Competent men meanwhile figure up the dead
and live loads, to determine the sizes of foundations and column sections. They begin at the
roof and work down, checking up the architect's
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plans as to carrying capacity of the structural
members. If errors are found a report is made
at once. Kidder gives the following values for
live loads on floors:
Warehouses
Churches and theaters
Office buildings

250 lbs. per sq. ft.
80 to 120
100
"

To these must be added the weight of the
floor, from 80 lbs. to 100 lbs.
A column schedule is now made, giving sizes
of material to be used in the columns. Since the
loads that come on the respective columns are
known, the material required for foundations can
be determined. A very common foundation is
one made of two layers of steel beams or rails,
laid crosswise, and concrete, which is filled in
and around the beams to add strength, and to
exclude moisture. Coal tar is often coated over
the concrete to keep out the moisture more thoroughly. On these "grillage foundations," cast
iron stools are bolted, upon which the columns
rest directly. These "grillage foundations"
vary in size from 4'x4' to 12'x12' and over, their
height beitig about 3' to 5'. The individual
pieces are held together by bolts and "separators."
In Chicago great difficulty is met with in designing foundations. The upper layer of earth
will support a load of from one to three tons per
foot. Lower down the soil is muddy and treacherous. The older Chicago practice of building
continuous walls has been abandoned, because
the walls would settle more at the center than at
the corners and piers. Now the accepted practice
is to build isolated pier foundations, designed so
that there will be equal settlement on all of them.
Equal settlement is the point to be looked after,
rather than no settlement at all. Some of the
large eastern buildings have settled several inches
without damage to the buildings. Pile driving
is very common where the soil is. unreliable.
The difficulty of driving long, heavy timber piles
into the earth, is much greater in the case of
buildings, than for isolated structures. The jar
of the pile driver, and the greater depth to
which new foundations are sunk, often endangers
adjoining buildings.

Major Sander's formula for safe load on piles
is
Safe load— W X D
8X d
Where W=-weight of hammer in lbs.
" D=fall in inches at last blow.
" d=sinking in "
Usual dimensions- of piles are 10" to 12" dia. 20
ft. long. Georgia pine is much used New
York law allows 40,000 lbs. load per pile when
piles are placed 2'-6" on centers.
Caisson sinking is a refinement in foundation
building that is made necessary by unreliable
soil, and the dangers incident to 'pile driving to
surrounding buildings. A caisson may be sunk
quietly to great depths without disturbing adjoining property. It generally consists of a steel
cylinder with an air chamber at the bottom, in
which the men remove the earth to allow the
caisson to sink. When bed rock is reached, the
air chamber is filled up with concrete, and the
foundation is started on .top of the caisson. The
limits of this article will not allow a more detailed description.
Caissons were used in the Manhattan Life
Bldg., New York City. In this case the caissons were placed several feet inside the wall line,
and the wall columns were supported on the very
heavy steel cantilever beams, which had their
bearing on these caissons. In this way eccentric loading of the wall colutnns, due to poorly
proportioned, foundations, was entirely avoided.
To come back to our office building, let it be
assumed that the earth is firm. For a ten story
building of this kind with floor load of say 160 lbs.
per sq. ft., and a carrying capacity of about 33
tons per sq. ft., a square grillage foundation 8'x8'
would be sufficient, when columns are placed 16
ft. center to center, the total capacity of this one
foundation being 448,000 lbs. Sometimes plain
concrete footings are used, containing twisted or
corrugated tension bars. At times two columns
are set on one foundation, which is of course
made of the proper dimensions.
When foundations are in place, the columns
are hoisted into position and bolted to the cast
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iron stools, which have been previously set on
exact centers and level, by transit or by level
and lines. In many cases the cast iron stools are
"floated" with , thin cement mortar. Wedges
are placed under the stool and the top surface is
made level, then thin cement is poured under the
stool to an even bearing.
As soon as columns are -set they must be
plumbed and braced. An erector must watch his
erection plans closely in starting a building, otherwise serious consequences may result. Steel
columns are more complex than sometimes seems
evident at first glance. The chief difficulty in
erection is in such cases where the floor beams are
set at different levels, and hence the columns must
be picked out carefully by numbers, and set by
the points of the compass. Modern methods require all column ends to be machine planed, so
that if the cast stools have been set level, and on
a line, there is usually little difficulty in staring
the columns. All steel w:m-k is numbered.

FIG

ing cores sometimes cause uneven thickness in
metal. Floor beams are usually fastened to cast
columns by means of lugs and brackets, which
are designed to carry the load which conies on
them.
Steel columns are now very generally used in
high buildings, because of the reliability of the
material of which they are made. There are
many shapes and sizes of such columns, of which
the more common are shown in section,—
Fig. 1
" 2
3
44
" 4
5
44
" 6

Angle and plate col.,
4(
Channel "
Z bar col.,
Gray col.,
Phoenix col,
Larimer col ,

i " to 1"
The thickness of metal varies from W.
or moro, and the rivets are Yg" to 1" diam.
A 12" Z bar col. 26' long, light section, has a
capacity of 128 tons, or 1.761 tons per pound
weight.
A 13" Larimer column 26' long, has a ca-

FIO 2

F163

• Ft45

FIG 6

Ft6•1-

Cast iron columns are not much used in tall pacity of 121 tons, or 1.758 tons per pound.
This comparison speaks slightly in favor of the
buildings. Internal strains make these columns of
doubtful value,the writer knowing of a case where Z bar column, in this case. Steel columns are
such a column was broken through the shaft, by usually made in two-story lengths, and the
rough usage in unloading from a car. When un- "splices" or joints occur about a foot above the
protected by fire-proofing, cast iron columns floor lines. Splices are usually plates of the
make probably a better showing than unprotected same thickness as column, and the best practice
steel columns in a severe fire. The usual section requires that such joints must be riveted. Such
of cast columns is circular or rectangular, and rivetings, and that for all connections made at the
the metal is from Yi." to 2S," thick. Sometimes building, is called "field riveting." On high
cast columns will shrink out of straight line buildings small forges are used on the floors to be
when cooling, showing that internal strains are riveted. Each forge rests on a few planks, and
nearly always present in such columns. Float- when rivets are hot, the rivet heater throws them
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by means of tongs, and one of the riveters catches
the rivets in a bucket. By means of special
tongs he places them into the hole to be riveted.
It is interesting to see red-hot rivets fly through
the air 10 or 15 storiei above the ground. A
'• bull head" is set under the rivet, and then a
pneumatic hand riveter is set on the rivet, and a
new head is formed. These hand riveters are
shaped something like enormous bulldog revolvers, and have triggers to admit the compressed
air. This air is supplied by pipes to the various

Various kinds of light derricks are used in
erection, among which may be mentioned the
"Pole derrick," "Monkey derrick," "Shearleg derrick" and "Stiff-leg derrick." The capacity of these is usually one to two tons, and 1"
or 1"rope is used.
As the building progresses some labor-saving
devices for erection are employed, such as traveling derricks or large boom derricks. These are
run by power from hoisting engines or electric
motors. The large boom derrick employed on

floors, and then carried in rubber hose to any
desired part of the floor.
When the basement columns are up, the first
floor beams may be set, usually by small hand
derricks. The structural members of most floors
consist of single beams, beams with plates riveted
to top or bottom flanges, and girders, either single or double.
A point to be watched in the designing of
floors is that of deflection. Expensive frescoing
or marble work may be seriously damaged by excessive deflection of some floor beam.

the Newton-Claypool Bldg., Indianapolis, was
an illustration of a labor-saving device. This
derrick lifted the material directly from the wagons up to the top floor of the building, and its
span was great enough to set every column, and
all floor members, except the corner columns
which were points of attachment of the guy lines
of the derrick.
Accidents are becoming less common in the
erection of buildings owing to the precautions
that are now taken. The law requires these safeguards, but even this does not prevent all acci-
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dents. Falling bricks, and planks, and the care
lessness of the erection gangs, are some of the
causes Men grow so accustomed to climbing
around in mid-air, that they take unnecessary
chances. Accidents on 'buildings have their
peculiarities. The writer knew of an accident
where a man fell from the fifth floor into the
basement and was well in a week after the fall,
while in another case, a negro fell from the first
floor into the basement, alighting on his head,
and was killed.
Brickwork is begun as soon as several stories
of steel work are erected. The outside walls are
usually started at 2nd or 3rd floor level and follow the steel work up to the roof. Bricks. terre
cotta and mortar are hoisted by means of small
temporary elevators, run by ordinary steam
hoisting engines at a great speed. It is dangerous to ride on these flimsy elevators, but some of
the men risk it to save climbing great numbers
of temporary stairs. The carpenter now puts in
window frames, the concrete or hollow tile flooring and partitions are begun, and the plumber
lays pipes.
Tall buildings, especially when they are narrow as compared with their height, require wind
bracing. During erection temporary braces in
the form of 3"x6" timbers are wedged in diagonally between columns. These are removed when
the building is completed. When permanent
bracing is required to make a building secure
against wind pressure, it is customary to use
diagonal tie rods running from floor line at one
column to the floor line above on the adjacent
column. Another form of bracing is the steel
plate portal arch, which extends between two
adjacent columns, and is securely riveted to them.
Despite all precautions tall buildings are seldom
plumb. This may be easily seen in plumbing
elevator shafts, where vaiiations of an inch are
not uncommon. Unequal expansion due to heat
of the sun will also have its effect on a tall building. Neither is it possible to prevent a slight
motion, caused by wind pressure, at the top of
such a structure, but the properties of the struc-

tural material now used afford ample safety factors.
Old ideas as to the fire-resisting qualities of a
building built with steel frame work, have now
given way to the accepted fact that structural
steel must be protected by refractory material, to
make it secure against fire. This has led to
many valuable inventions, among which are—
The Roebling system, the Ransome system,
the Columbian system, and many hollow tile systems of fire-proofing for floors and columns.
The first named are concrete systems, in which
concrete and steel are united in various ways.

FIG8

Fiy7

/2

9

6

3

0

SCALE.

Figs. 7 and 8-show one methoi 1. The concrete
is the refractory material that protects the steel.
Hollow tile arches are made in parts at the factory, and are set in place with mortar. Their
depth is usually 8, 10 and 12 inches, and as
the name implies they are hollow to decrease the
weight, but stiffening ribs are provided to prevent crushing when a load comes on them.
The value of the concrete system was shown
in a test made by the New York building department. 10" I beams were placed 4 ft. on center.
A wire arch covered with concrete consisting of
1 part cement, 2 parts sand and 5 parts cinders
was placed on the beams. The concrete was
made level with the tops of the beams, and 2"
concrete was filled in on top of this surface. The
ceiling consisted of T5g"dia. rods and wire lath.
This was plastered with machine mixed mortar,
gauged with plaster of Paris. Duration of test
was 1 hr. 48 min. Temperature was from 2000°F.
to 2400°F. At end of test the ceiling was red
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hot. Portions of the plaster had fallen, but the
floor arches were uninjured.
Stairs may be made fire-proof in themselves by
a liberal use of cast iron. Elevators and stairs
often cause the spread of fire from floor to floor,
but so_ far no very satisfactory way of overcoming this difficulty is known. The roofs of most
office buildings are flat like the floors and of similar construction, with the addition of waterproof material. Gable and dome roofs arc very
expensive, owing to their difficult framing, and
fire-proofing.
In conclusion, a short description of the
$3,000,000 fire in Pittsburgh, May, 1897, will suffice to show the value of absolutely fire-proof
buildings. This fire started in a large wholesale
grocery containing ham, lard, etc. The entire
fire departments of Pittsburgh and Allegheny
were unable to prevent its spread. The flames
jumped across a 65 foot street and broke through
the plate glass fronts of two fire-proof buildings,

also setting fire to neighboring property. The
contents of the fire-proof property were entirely
destroyed. The heat was so intense that cast
iron inside these buildings was melted, and
crockery destroyed. An examination of these
buildings, one of which was a $700,000 structure,
afterward showed that in many places the tile
column covering had fallen off. The hollow tile
arches were in fair condition, except where the
steel water tank had fallen from the roof. Some
of the steel work, about 20%, had to be renewed.
The exceedingly large glass area which extended
from first floors to roofs in the fronts of these
buildings, was the chief cause of the rapid spread
of the flames. The steel work and fire-proofing
stood the test remarkably well under these severe
conditions No loss of life resulted.
The illustration shows the Jefferson Hotel, St.
Louis, Mo., with the steel work practically completed, and the brick work and floor construction
under way.

Y. M. C. A.

eral repair, and it is hoped that in a short
time it will be a more desirable place to spend a
a few spare moments. The meetings will be
made more entertaining, and several of them will
be addressed by representative business men of
the city.

The Y. M, C. A., which heretofore has not
received the attention it should, in the way of
attendance and use of the reading room, feels
very much encouraged in both directions at present. A number of new magazines have been
added and through the kindness of THE TECHNIC their exchanges will be found on the Y. M.
C. A. reading room table. These exchanges are
made up mostly of the publications of other
colleges. The room is now undergoing a gen-

TELEGRAPH GOMPANY.

The Telegraph Company has decided to use a
gravity cell battery. Supplies have been ordered
and the line will be put in running order as soon
as they arrive.
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Our Track Team for 1904.
By A. W. LEE,'06.
4.4

T seemed a death blow to track athletics when
we heard that Paul Turk was not coming back
to Rose, for he was the last man on the team that
we could afford to lose. But this feeling of defeat in the beginning is certainly not the way to
go about having a good team. Besides, this cloud
may have its silver lining. Men who really could
do something, but were discouraged by Turk's
prowess last year, should be out in full force this
year.
Out of last year's team, Hahn, Modesitt,
Larkins, Peddle, Wischmeyer, Randall, Johnson, Willien, Dorn, Lawton, Ryan, E. P. Lee,
Weisel and Heick — in fact all but Turk—are
here. Then the following are men who have
promised to come out, or whom we hope to see
out immediately:
Kiely, Spalding, Benson, Hannum, Falley,
Cannon, Klenk, Benbridge, Bowsher, McNabb,
Wilms, Trueblood; Thurman, Schickel, Unckrich, Barker, Eastwood, Poorman, Lammers,
Gray and Burr.
Track work this year starts with gym classes
which are for track men especially, and which
will be started Jan. 12.
On two days of the week, marching, running,
drill and apparatus work will be given. On the

third day besides the regular order, there will be
light track work, such as starting, standing broad
and running high jumps, pole vault, shot-putting
and hurdling for form. This work which is
certain to prove interesting will continue until
the middle of March, when out-door work will
be begun.
While it will be impossible to spend much
mbney on the team this year, the men will not be
able to complain of lack of recognition. In the
latter part of March it is probable that the Louisville Manual will give an indoor meet to which
Rose will be invited. It is intended at present
to enter a relay team, and men, in one or two
single events. In the first part of May comes
our dual meet with our dear friends, the Normals.
And it is up to us to show that their boast, that
they could beat us without Turk, will not hold
good.
Then on May 20, comes the State Field Meet,
which is held here, and in which we must enter
a good team. And it depends on the entire
college, and not on three or four, whether or not
this team will be a success.
If every man on the two lists above comes out
and does his best conscientiously, we will have a
better team than Rose has ever had. And it
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depends on every fellow in school whether or not
these men will come out. Besides if any fellow
knows of anyone who is even fairly good, that is
not on these li,ts, it is his duty to see that the
man goes into training.
There is one other thing that comes in connection with training, and without which training
would be almost useless, and that is rubbing
down. The members of the team must be rubbed
down or the afternoon's work does far more
harm than good.
Last year three or four men did this, and
Wilms was chosen by Capt. Turk to go with the
team to Earlham. But this year he intends to
try for the team, and someone will be needed to
take his place. Whoever is the steadiest will be
taken to Louisville, and will have the privileges
of a member of the team all during the next season.
Now, everybody pull together, and let's see
Old Rose add another pennant to her list next
spring.
MEETING OF I. G. A. L.

The second annual meeting of the I. C. A. L.
was held Dec. 12, 1903, at the Dennison Hotel,
Indianapolis.
After the reading of the regular reports, the
football championship for 1903 was awarded to
Earlham College, and they were presented with
a championship banner by the association.
.The association received the application of the
Indiana State Normal and accepted it unanimously.
Wabash and Normal asked for the annual
track and field meet for 1904, and Rose suggested
that a three days athletic carnival, including a
championship tennis tournament and the track
meet, be held under her auspices.
The suggestion was sustained, and the meet
will be held in Terre Haute on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday, May 19th, 20th and 21st, 1904.
It was also decided not to support a championship schedule in bootball, baseball or basketball
next year, but if the championship team can be

selected simply from the games played, they will
be awarded a banner in recognition of the fact.
ROSE, 72; CO. B, 5.

On December 12, Rose won the second victory
of the season by defeating the Company B lads
by the decisive score of 72 to 5. The Poly squad
seemed to win without effort, and the contest
was too one:sided to be very interesting.
A noticeable feature of the game was the comparative absence of fouls on either side. Rose
ma le but two, and Company B made seven.
Thurman's goal-throwing kept the scorer busy,
for he threw twenty-one goals from the field, and
two from the foul line..
Johnson, playing in Barbazette's place, guarded
his man well, and threw a field goal besides.
Following is the complete score:
Fouls.

ROSE.

Thurman, f.,
Modesitt, f.,
Trueblood, c.,
Johnson, g.,
Shekel, g.,

Foul
Goals.

0
1
0

2
0
0

Field
Goals.

21
3
10

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

2

35

MEETING OF THE I. I. A. A.

Immediately after the I. C. A. L. meeting the
14th annual meeting of the I. I. A. A. was held
in the same room.
After the regular reports were read, the report
of the committee appointed to revise the constitution was read by Chairman C. L. Peck, of Purdue. The reading and discussion of this report
consumed nearly the entire afternoon. The report was finally accepted as read and the committee was instructed by Pres. J. P. Kimmell to
have the new constitution printed and properly
distributed among the members at once.
The record committee then presented a'revised
code of the state records, which were adopted as
the official records.
The spring meet for 1904 was awarded to Notre
Dame University, and will be held on the last
Saturday in May.
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Earlham college presented its resignation from
the association.
Among the changes in the constitution is the
dropping of the five bicycle events and the addition of the two-mile run to the list of standard
track and field events.

MEETING OF THE ATHLETIC DIRECTORS.
A special meeting was called Jan, 8, 1904, at
418 North Center; Trueblood, Strecker and
Pfeif were absent.
It was moved and carried that the report of the
Committee on By-Laws be postponed until the
last of the meeting.
Mr. H. L. 'Watson's report as Manager of the
1903 football team was read and accepted. This
report showed that the season of football for 1903
cost $999.81. Of this, $451.01 is the cost to the
association.
The business of the gym. keys was brought
up, and it was decidea that a new lock should be
bought and the keys turned over to Dr. Mees to
be given out at his discretion. An amendment
to this was added that the men who receive keys
shall be recommended by the Athletic Directors.
A motion was then made and carried that for
the remainder of the school year, the Directors,
Captains of teams, and the Physical Instructor
shall be allowed keys.
A. W. Lee, 06, was nominated and elected
Manager of the football team.
A committee was then voted in to attend to
improving the baseball diamond and the tennis
courts. This consisted of Prof. Hathaway and

McBride. Each was allowed to appoint his assistant.
It was then moved and carried that the football Captain for 1904 be elected by those men
who played in one or more games during the season of 1903. The manager was instructed to
proceed with the election immediately.
The Committee on By-Laws reported the old
motions, etc., in the minutes from 1898-1904,
and a few new ones, which it thought ought to
be made into by-laws. These were all voted on,
and it was then decided to appoint a new committee, and have them draw up the laws in their
proper form and report at the next meeting.
The committee appointed consisted of Regan,
McBride and Lee.
Adjournment.
A. W. LEE, Sec'y.

ROOTERS' CLUB.
The following is my report up to date as Treasurer of the Rooters' Club:
RECEIPTS.
Received from former Treasurer
Cash on hand
Total

$18.20
3 95
$22.15

EXPENDITURES.
Nov. 12.
" 25.
Dec. 10.
" 14.
" 14.
`• 17.

R. R. C. flag, per Dorn
Watson,subs. to Earlham
Sec'y and Treas. book
12 Spalding megaphones
Money order and stamp
Express on megaphones

Total
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1904

$ 95
14.00
.20
6.00
.10
.55
$21.80
.35
A. W. LEE,
Treas. R. R. C.
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•
There is always something to look forward to.
Hardly are the holidays past, when we find ourselves impatiently waiting for the exams.
Vacation was spent by many of us in learning
to write 1904 instead of 1903.
Hath :—You might try to do this in a good
many ways and fail unless you knew how.
Since the adoption of the new rule concerning
the athletic"R", Pat has had to buy a few new
sweaters.
There was a young fellow named Tate,
Who went out to dine at eight-eight.
But I will not relate
What this young man named Tate,
And his tete-a-tete ate at eight-eight.
—[Ex.

Professor Wickersham likes to see Benson
blush.
Professor Johonnott recently wrote this on
the board:
"Fizeau, a Frenchman, had 720 teeth."
TRAGEDY.

His head was wrapped in towels, his eyes were
bloodshot, and his face was drawn from his long
vigil. Faint mutterings came from his blue lips:
"If," he repeated over and over, reading the
letter before him, "if she says her mother won't
let her come, unless her father does and Uncle
Fred doesn't believe it's right, and father can't

come unless she thinks mother says Uncle Fred
is wrong, and anyway she will catch the eleven
o'clock train if mother says she thought father
wouldn't come without her—is she coming, or
isn't she?"—[Ex.
In these days of breakfast foods and -cereals,
we are not surprised to hear of a new subStitute
for tobacco. Dorn and Bland are trying to introduce the use of finely chopped cork for this
purpose. They have "tried it on the dog," but
the result was not very gratifying.
Hath:—"Now suppose we throw a stone up
into the air, what will happen?"
Soph:—"It will come down again."
Prof.:—If a point is inside a shell, it is not .
outside and the mass iS constant.
White, in Chemistry,—"Salt was known in
the days of the Bible, when Lot's wife was turned to a pillar of salt. This was probably the
most rapid formation of salt ever known."
The following sign hangs in the doorway of a
certain private school:
Freeman and Huggs,
Instructors,
Freeman teaches the Boys, and Huggs the Girls.
—[Ex.
It was rumored that Rachel kept a chew of tobacco in his mouth for thirty consecutive seconds.
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A number of Sigma Nu men of Purdue University visited with their fraters here just before
the holidays.
Since Bill Smith has an auto,
Nearly half the town
Has made that trip to the life beyond

Give us your best thoughts, jokes,

The following was found in
and is entitled:
•

THE TECHNIC box

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

One needs not much of a knowledge
Of grammar, or spelling, or such
As the Greek or Latin of college,
For the math. of Hath. and Dutch
Or such required of students
Whose much desired relation
Is A to B, or to be next
To a technical education.

To wear a golden crown.
Now Pa Time has a rival,
And to remain chit f mower still,
The fact is p!ainly evident
He certainly automobil—

W. H.
AN ODE.

Boy,
Pliers,
Electric
Wires,
Blue
Flashes,
Boy
Ashes.
—[Bobbie.
The bald-headed man in his family pew
Leaned back on the cushion and slumbered;
And he dreamed that the preacher these words had proclaimed:
. 'The hairs of your head are numbered."
The bald-headed man awoke with a start
From his weekly devotional slumbers.
Then he sank on- his knees and fervently prayed;
"Oh. Lord! send me down the back numbers."
—[The Krishno.

COMMUNICATION.
The Soph who handed in the following is certainly starting the new year right, in our estimation.

handed in.
puns, etc.

We wish to see more communications

One needs a surplus of money,
A sum in hooks and tuition,
And, tho' it may seem funny,
The most of it in tuition.
Intuitively acting
One builds this firm foundation
And gets with some apparatus
A technical education
The engineering profession
Seems lofty to average mind
And seems to lead the procession
Of science and its kind,
But still the ethereal stilts Supporting said high station
Have a stumbling block in the shape
Of a technical education.
For we can add, subtract, divide,
Tell time of day and the weather
If we allow ourselves to glide
With the slide-rule, on forever,
The problems of engineering
We solve by the application
Of the slide-rule we obtain
With a technical education.
Tile P. I. E. S. entertained their lady friends
at cards on the evening of Dec. 21.
I lanley, '05, Sharp, '04 and Falley, '05, worked fur the Vandalia railroad, during the holidays,
in the Maintenance of Way department.
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The Crude Oil Engine.
HE efficiency of the crude oil engine for driving portable or small generator plants has slowly claimed
recognition within the past year, and the general
adoption of this form of power producer in certain lines
of work is somewhat remarkable. The development of a
high-power engine that could use crude or unrefined
petroleum has been s miewhat slow. The use of refined,
high-grade oil did not promise such economy as the gas
engine, and it was considered somewhat doubtful whether
an internal combustion engine could be developed which
would burn the crude oil. The difference between the
cost of the crude and the refined oil is so great that it
practically determines the success of this form of engine.
The cost of oil varies all the way from 3 cents a gallon
to 10 and even 15 cents; but crude oil in the oil regions can
be obtained for 234 cents a gallon or less. With fuel at
this rate the cost of generating power is probably the
lowest on record. In Texas and on the California coast
crude oil engines are coupled to generators which show
a fuel cost considerably less than a fraction of a cent per
electrical horse-power-hour. Some experiments have
placed the cost of operation as low as 0.15 cent per horsepower-hour, but this is exceptional if not impossible.
In mining for petroleum the cost of the crucle oil is always one of the least important items. The cost of refining enhances the price of the oil and makes it a less formidable competitor with coal. This refined oil delivered
to Northern manufacturing centers always costs more
than double its cost at the producing centers. The refined oil always leaves a certain percentage of inferior,
low-grade oil behind which can only be utilized by producing some of the series of by-products which in late
years have attained a considerable commercial value.
Some wells produce such a low grade oil that in the past
it hardly paid to attempt to refine it. The Russian petroleum deposits are even poorer, as a rule, than those
found in this country.
The question of utilizing all grades of oil for fuel, even

T

the poorest crude petroleum, has offered plenty of difficulties for the inventor to overcome. There is first the
question of low ignition temperature to solve. In the highly heated cylinder a premature explosion might cause disaster and throw the engine out of service. To prevent
this, water vapor is added to the oil spray or mixture of
air and atomized oil. The presence of water vapor gives
the mixture a high specific heat and permits of a much
higher degree of compression without danger of premature explosion. Some of the jacket water is vaporized
and passes into the cylinder head with the oil spray and
air. The steady flow of the water keeps the temperature
of the gases in the chamber down to 1500 to 170° Fahr.
The water, which is instantly vaporized in the chamber,
mixes readily with the oil spray.
Another difficult feature of using crude oil has been the
tendency to form carbon deposits in the engine cylinder,
which in a very short time would put the machine out of
service. These carbon deposits appear more abundantly
when the poorer grades of crude oil are used, and in some
cases they are so great that only specially-fitted engines
can be used with advantage. In order to use these grades
of oil, resort has been had to automatic scavengers for
cleaning out the cylinder after each compression and explosion.
The economy and reliability of the oil engine depends
to a large extent upon the mixer and the water jacket.
The mixer must be thorough and automatic in action.
Every drop of fuel entering the cylinder _without being
perfectly vaporized and mixed with air is wasted. The
perfect mixture and vaporization are obtained by a number of different methods, but most designers seek to perform this work directly in the cylinder itself, doing away
with mixing valves and carburettors. Mixing and vaporizing directly in the cylinder has the advantage that there
is no danger of mixing valves or carburettors getting
clogged, and imperfect mixing of the oil and air resulting therefrom. The fuel efficiency of the engine is thus
directly dependent upon this part of tbe design.—.-[American Electrician.
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Heating Value of Acetylene and Coal Gas.
t units developed per cubic foot of acetylene
and coal gas are 1850 and 630, respectively. One
quart of water was brought to boiling from 50°
Fahr. in 84 minutes with acetylene and in 104 minutes
with coal gas ; - the burner of the former consuming two
cubic feet of gas per hour, while that of the latter consumed 16 cubic feet per hour.—[American Electrieian•
A New Rapid Type-Printing Telegraph.
NOVEL kind of rapid type-printing telegraph is
being developed, and has just been brought out in
Germany by the Siemens & Halske Company. The
apparatus belongs to the class of the so-called automatic
telegraphs (Pollak-Virag system) in which the telegram
is prepared by a type-writing devise, piercing for each
letter to be telegraphed a given hole or set of holes, in a
continuous paper ribbon. The latter on being drawn
through the rotating telegraphic transmitter will automatically send corresponding current inipulses into the circuit. In the Siemens apparatus, two holes are pierced in
the paper ribbon for each letter, the letter being also
printed in plain type form immediately above, so that the
perforated ribbon contains the telegram in distinct readable form. In order to insure the accurate printing of
2000 letters per minute without any delicate mechanical
apparatus, the electric spark is employed. A disc in which

A
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the various letters are cut out as in a pattern is rotated
at a speed of 2000 turns per minute through a spark-gap
and a continuous ribbon of photographic paper. Whenever a spark passes in the gap, a silhouette of the letter at
that instant in front of the latter is projected on the paper ribbon. It is evident that the spark must be produced
with an accuracy as high as one 40,000th part of a second
in order to have the proper letter appear at the proper
place. The paper ribbon next passes beneath some
sponges impregnated with developing and fixing liquids,
the photographic process requiring only 9 seconds, and
the ribbon is delivered printed. The problem of causing
the spark to be produced with accuracy at an instant in
accord with the current impulse transmitted from the
sending apparatus was solved by utilizing to a high extent the property of electric condensers of being susceptible of charging and discharging in very short intervals.
The receiver, apart from the photographic device, comprises a shaft driven by an electric motor on which in
addition to the above-mentioned type disc, some brushes
are mounted, slidiirg over contact discs, together with
five relays of special design, the tongues of which follow
the rapid impulses of the transmitted current. A special
and rather ingenious device causes the receiving apparatus to perform in a given time precisely the same number of revolutions as the transmitter.—[American Electrician.
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Terre Haute tz-4
Laundry Company

13ILTiDY

Both Telephones 184.
308-310 Cherry Street.
ED. E. LAWRENCE,
Manager.

F.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

TJ131iIc_SL.
Manufacturers and Importers of

ENGINEERS'and DRAUGHTSMENS' SUPPLIES
Sole Agent, for

Riefler's Patent Round System Drawing Instruments,
Ott's Pantographs, Planimeters, etc.
Transits, Levels, etc., of all manufactures.
Drawing, Tracing and Blue Print Papers, T-squares, Triangles
Drawing Tables. Tapes, Scales, Complete line of Mathematical
and Drawing Instruments. SPECIAL RATES TO SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
WALTER McNABB R. P. I. Agent.

THAT'S THE FELLOW.

1125 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BRANCH HOUSES :

No. 709 Locust St.. St. Louis, Mo

No. 5 N. Charles St.. Baltimore. Md.
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The Place You Can't Forget

HOLDEN'S
UP-TO-DATE

BARBER SHOP

Jno. G. Heinl & Son,
..Florists..

CIGAR STORE AND BATH ROOMS,

12 NORTH SEVENTH STREET

129-130 South Seventh St.

NEAR POST OFFICE
Terre Haute, Ind.
WE USE THE ANTISEPTIC COMPRESSED AIR.

